
VOTE NO ON ‘FLAW AND
DISORDER’ REPUBLICAN
ATTORNEYS GENERAL
Critical to the massing of insurrectionist
rioters on January 6 is a group of elected
Republicans, several of which are running for
re-election.

3 THINGS: GOP’S
CONTINUING DEADLY
ASSAULT ON AMERICA
If uncontrolled guns were the only damage they
inflicted on this country, but no – the Grand
Old Party of Death goes wide.

GUEST POST: THE TIE
THAT BINDS THE
CONSPIRACIES
Guest post by long-time community member
WilliamOckham examining oddities about the false
certifications the “alternate electors” signed
ahead of the January 6 insurrection.
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A LOOK AT MICHIGAN’S
“ALTERNATE” ELECTORS
[UPDATE-1]
There are several interesting tidbits about the
slate of “alternate” electors who on December
14, 2020 signed a false certification of
election fraudulently awarding Michigan’s 16
electoral votes to loser Donald Trump.

“I WANT TO THANK MY
TWO CLOSETED GOP
COLLEAGUES”
Amid all the speeches today as Democrats
remembered last January 6th, Adam Schiff had
some surprising words for two of his colleagues.

THE END OF ROE V.
WADE
What happens when states like Texas/their
citizen plaintiffs start trying to enforce their
craven law as to conduct occurring in other
states?
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THE MOB PARTY
How crazy is crazy enough?

AFRAID? WHO, US?
WE’RE NOT AFRAID!
Politco writes about Trump staffers and what
they will face in a post-Trump world. They say
they’ll be just fine, but I think they are more
worried than they are letting on . . .

TRUMP PRIDE AND DOJ
PREJUDICE: THE FLYNN
VOLUME
The irreducible minimum is that Judge Emmet
Sullivan is the one with jurisdiction and
control of this case. Not Trump. Not Barr. An
honest and good judge, and one that has proven
that over decades. Sidney Powell was right about
one, and only one, thing: The Stevens case is a
template for the court to find the truth.

STRADDLING THE
COVID-19 BARBED WIRE
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FENCE IN KANSAS
Kansas Gov Laura Kelly (D) issused a statewide
“Stay at Home” order yesterday, and beyond the
impact on corralling the COVID-19 epidemic, it
also is forcing some in the Kansas GOP to
straddle a very nasty fence, like US
Representative Roger Marshall.
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